


We offer quality stringing service at an extremely competitive price, exclusively for

BHTC members only!

We can cater for players looking for control, increased spin, power and comfort.

Our String Range

(All prices are inclusive of labour cost. BYO string costs $20. For non members, $5 will be added to the relevant price below)

(We are also specialising in hybrid stringing - two different strings in the mains and crosses, bringing the best of both Worlds!)



Tension Reader Tension History Tension Graphs

What is the right string and string tension for me?

This depends on many factors, including type of racquet, string patterns, your style of

play, your targeted achievements(i .e control vs power), etc.

Once you decide what type of string to go for, it may take a few attempts to dial in

your preferred tension - the one that feels right to enhance your game and enjoyment.

We wil l give you our best recommendation for an initial setup unless you already

know what string and tension best suits your racquet.

How long should a restring last?

This also depends on many factors, including type of string, strung tension, how hard

you hit the ball , how often you play, playing conditions, etc.

Each type of string loses tension at different rates, and some strings are better at

holding their tension. For example, natural gut and multifi lament strings tend to do a

terrific job maintaining their tension, while polyester strings typical ly don’t.

The conventional rule of thumb is to restring as often per year as you play per week,

but no less than twice per year.

We measure string tension right after a stringing job is done by two means; a tennis

string tension meter and a more sophisticated sound waves recording device. So

when you bump into us next time, we can tel l you precisely if it needs restring -

usually when it loses 1 5% off the strung tension.



Our stringing machine (Stringway ML1 00-T92 with Concorde system) is one of the

most accurate machines on the market with a true constant pul l drop weight

tensioning system. Every stringing job is also done using Stringway Cross

Stringing tool which helps avoid notching, damage to the strings, while keeping

profi led poly-base strings from twisting while weaving.

About the stringer

I am a tennis enthusiast who has been hooked and developed a big tennis

addiction in the past few years. I play social ly and competitively, and recently have

found myself intrigued by the science behind stringing tennis racquets. I t is truly a

great feel ing playing with good fresh strings in the right settings. I t has helped me

develop my tennis skil ls immensely. I hope I can share the joy with you from my

offerings.

To help promote tennis in our local community, I am also offering free stringing

labour for our juniors(1 6 years old and under), who wil l only need to pay for the

string chosen!

Happy hitting!

Moss R.

For Enquiries

Mobile: 021 828 575

Email: aces.restringing@gmail .com

For Payment: 1 2-3066-02011 24-01

Pick Up/Drop off: @BHTC club house - to be arranged by txt or phone.

Our Stringing Machine




